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It's news to us

VILLAGE BABYSITTER VENTS SPLEAN AT FRIDAY CLUB
A VILLAGE TEENAGER has broken silence by providing first-hand insight
on the “sad and pathetic antics” of members of the monthly Friday Club
Olivia Huntley-Parker 18 of Twatting Fiery Grove struck out at the older people in the village who
“really should know better” “First it was that cinema effort, then alcohol themed festivals and mass
balls - they weren’t so bad, at least they are few and far between, occurred in summer and usually
coincided when we were all down in Padstow. However, this abomination occurs every month”
“They come back from the club, usually later than initially stated, inebriated, giggling and
dishevelled. We then wait as they struggle with basic maths, put the kettle on and jointly perform a
slurred apology for failing to reserve the required amount for baby-sitting payment”
“The evening spectacle finishes with an escort home.
This ‘walk of shame’ through the village by the male
partner is characterised by slurring words, curb
stumbling and a predictably uncomfortable
conversation about the subjects I’m studying and
which university I’m applying for.”
“The village is going rapidly downhill and this time it’s
not the fault of the housing developers, pooing dogs,
burglars or generic pub chains - it’s down to an
irresponsible group of middle-aged residents trying to
recapture their youth!”
Olivia summed up by saying that she and her friends
had studied 80’s and 90’s popular culture as part of
her Sixth Form art project and had concluded that all
the bands and the music of that era “were total sh*t.”
A spokesperson for The Friday Club declined to
comment beyond stating that the next meeting of The
Friday Club would take place on Friday March 30th
from 19:00 at Barnt Green Sports Club.

